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Color Font

Concept

 The logo symbolizes the movie theater, and three in the 
middle of circle when old films showing at the machine 
powered by a symbol and enter in a circle and 
diagrams are each a movieListening to a substance in 
the event that further on the feel. One reason is a cafe 
in this way the design of the logo is because we want to 
pay the same feeling with the seal, as shown.

▲ Mark cyan

◀ T-shirt cyan

Helvetica95-Black

 Stamp cyan ▲

▲ Bag cyan

▼ Business card cyan 
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PACKAGE DESIGN

▲ Tickets cyan

▲ Sample cyan

C 58  M 60  Y 64  K 42 
C 5  M 14  Y 75

Color

Font
● Arial
● Aparajita
●  Bradley Hand ITC
●  Century Gothic
●  Gill Sans Ultra Bold
●  Harrington

 The remake is IU's jacket cd 'flower mixed up.' includes 
the design on the subject, and to help pay for their feeling 
of spring yellow commonly used. And the same bookmark 
to give you a feeling of a texture as a background paper, 
flowers and leaves used as a flower garden, as if man is 
using a brush in dreamlike things, such as the provision of 
servicesArticulate.
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"If not me, who?
  If not now, when?"

HeForShe
UN Women Soliderity Movement
for Gender Equelity

Today, we are launching a campaign called HeForShe. I am reaching out to 
you before we need your help. We want to end gender inequality and to do 
this, we need everyone involved. This is the first campaign of its kind at the 
UN. We want to try to galvanise as many men and boys as possible to be 
advocates for change and we don’t just want to talk about it. We want to try 
and make sure that it’s tangible. I was appointed as Goodwill Ambassador for 
U.N. Women six months ago and the more I’ve spoken about feminism, the 
more I have realized that fighting for women’s rights has too often become 
synonymous with man-hating. If there is one thing I know for certain, it is 
that this has to stop. For the record, feminism, by definition, is the belief 
that men and women should have equal rights and opportunities. It is the 
theory of the political, economic and social equality of the sexes. I started 
questioning gender-based assumptions a long time ago.

In 1997, Hillary Clinton made a 
famous speech in Beij ing about 
women’s rights. Sadly, many of the 
things that she wanted to change are 
still true today. But what stood out 
for me the most was that less than 30 
per cent of the audience were male. 
How can we affect change in the 
world when only half of it is invited 
or feel welcome to participate in the 
conversation?
Men,  I  would  l ike  to  take th is 

opportunity to extend your formal 
invitation.” [Applause break] “Gender 
equality is your issue too. Because to 
date, I’ve seen my father’s role as a 
parent being valued less by society 
despite my needing his presence, 
as a child, as much as my mother’s. 
I’ve seen young men suffering from 

mental illness, unable to ask for help, 
for fear it would make them less of a 
man. In fact, in the U.K., suicide is the 
biggest killer of men, between 20 to 
49, eclipsing road accidents, cancer 
and coronary heart disease. I’ve seen 
men made fragile and insecure by a 
distorted sense of what constitutes 
male success. Men don’t have the 
benefits of equality, either.
We  d o n ’ t  w a n t  t o  t a l k  a b o u t 

men being imprisoned by gender 
stereotypes but I can see that they 
are. When they are free, things 
will change for women as a natural 
consequence. If men don’t have 
to be aggressive, women won’t be 
compelled to be submissive. If men 
don’t need to control, women won’t 
have to be controlled.

Conversation with
Emma Watson

In celebration of
International Women's Day

Emma Watson
Global Goodwill Ambaassador,
UN Woman



Synopsis Galleries Cast
Act 1
No sound but still unheard of festivals will be held at 
night, cats
Today, the work is one of the most special nights. jelly large cats together to celebrate 
that their larger cat jelly.
The show's narration appeared on stage and his stupid big strap jelly, the cats, the 
vehicle only once I explain the reason to open the Festival.
They are wise old dew come from no waiting for us, and he will be going to heaven 
new selected cats, life will be.
Meng Hao came a day after a long sleep and a strap Jenny Annie dot. She teaches 
music and knitting to roaches rats chase them. From the bottom of the second as 
cancer cat cat rumble is popular with very good flirt. By the time the not-so-dark 
now Bella. She is also one of the large cat jelly, but went out to the outside world a 
few years ago. Once beautiful but now shabby and old.
The following is a fat bus Topper Jones. Always like their trademark white United 
Kingdom pub or Club in each half of the garage as a time to eat.

Act 2
Heaviside layer gets a new life jelly Claudia the cat ...
The theater cat Gus is. And imagine the scene of well ' he plays "Raul is the last of 
the tiger head-to-head. Back to the present, return to the train conductor cat scheme 
blow shank in introduce yourself. Not all cats like a friendly Uncle scheme to blow 
up a train in the shank until every detail is perfectly prepared. He appears in uproar 
the infamous Mac cavity between go in his favour education come from Nomi 
where Ron is kidnapped.
Get a Mac cavity dew-no dress up again, but soon the maze suffered bruising big 
fights with male cats, including the straps. Almost all the Mac was getting cavity 
light broke out, leaving in the dark jelly bean large cats that got away.
Rum is a magic bottom-Mr. miseuto Feliz go from no to return to the old dew can 
come to ask for help and her old dew come from larger cats back to the Palace to 
bring the jelly. And the old education-go no larger cats want to detail the moment 
MICAH jelly. So now Bella again. She is dreaming of a new start singing the ' 
memory ', she turned back to the other cats accept her back. Finally come the old 
education-no-MI is a cat's paradise ' heaviside layer ' climb into the reborn, so party 
as Bella old dew come from no-MI ride her magic tire ascended into heaven. This 
year's Festival only of cat.

Matt McFarlane
Munkustrap / Moderator cat

Amy Berrisford
Demeter / Sensitive cat

Sophia Ragavelas
Grizabella / Seductive cat

Jason Wasley
Old Deuteronomy / The Prophet cat

Jade Hui-Wen Coutts
Victoria / The White cat

Daniel Assetta
Rum Tum Tugger / Rebel cat

Jellicle songs For 
Jellicle Cats
The show's narration 
appeared on stage and his 
stupid big strap jelly, the 
cats, the vehicle only once I 
explain the reason to open 
the Festival. They are wise old 
dew come from no waiting 
for us, and he will be going 
to heaven new selected cats, 
life will be.

The Addressing Of Cats
Finally come the old 
education-no-MI is a cat's 
paradise ' heaviside layer 
' climb into the reborn, so 
party as Bella this year of 
the only cat to stop of the 
Festival. Every year you have 
to choose a cat in the festival 
jellikeul 'Heaviside layer' sent 
by new 'jellikeul' place in his 
life.

Skimbleshanks
Train conductor cat scheme 
blog means that you yourself. 
Not all cats like a friendly 
Uncle scheme to blow up 
a train means that all the 
details be perfectly ready. 
Those who live in a railway 
station was all organized and 
the responsibilities of the 
train as of a train a cat.

Cats on - The cats dancing

Cats on - Seukimbeul a self introduction of syangseu

Cats on - The festival's just

THE MEMORY RETURS...
Music by ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER

Based on "Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats" By T.S. ELIOT

CATS is presented throygh exciusive arrangement with R & H Theatricals and The Really Useful Theatre Company Limited. www.
rnhthratricals.com First performance at The New London Theatre, London May 11, 1981 Presentsd by Cameron Mackintosh 
and The really Useful Theatre Co. Limited Originally presented in America b The Shubert Organization, Cameron Mackintosh, 
The really Useful Company and David Geffen Original Broadway production Direeted by Trevor Nunn Associate Dirccted and 

Choreography by Gillian Lynne Designed by John Napier Orchestration by David Cullen and Andrew Lloyd Webber

2016.03.18~03.27 Sejong Culture Hall

www.musicalcats.co.kr｜www.catsthemusical.com

Division Contents Sale Remark Booking 
methods

BCCard BCCard 
payment 10% 4 Every 1 days Limited

Excluding B seats

Before 
yemaecheo 

Three 
people

Three packages 20%

Performance entire period

Excluding B seats

BCCard 
payment 25%

Four 
People

Four People 25%

BCCard 
payment 30%

Youth 
discounts

Elementary, 
middle and 
high school 

students only

S-A 
30%

It is limited to one piece per 
person

Student ID upon ticket upon
receipt mijicham / US tour 
when I pay the difference

National 
Merit Limited person

30%

Ticket upon receipt of welfare
payments balance when 

mijicham card and certifi cate of 
merit

 US tour when I pay the 
difference

Club Services 
Limited
Phone 

reservation
1577-3363Disabled

1~3 grade 
(including 

accompanying 
person to 
person 1)

4~6 grade 
(only you)

Cats is a musical with BC Card.
• State veterans, people with disabilities will not be any discount, except discount applied in the fi eld.
• All the discount is applicable only thing, duplicate discounts is not possible.
• The discount associated with the pools Directive (welfare card, merit increases, student ID,     
    membership coupons, etc.) must be paid when the US guidelines, as discounts difference in the fi eld.
• Performing contact: Clip Services 1577-3363 (reservation cancellations and changes - each yemaecheo) / group tour
  and Chamberlain Contact: 02-3496-8880

Ticket

About CatsDirections
Fantastic and amazing
playground of
imagination created by
the huge cat
Green held once a year, the festival of jelly large cat <Cat>

are giving musical enjoyment with colorful dance and music, spectacular stage 
mechanism. The stage covered with catching the moment sized house hold trash 
cans and subjected to the theater attract the eye, according to the props life seen 
through the eyes of a cat largely be made in three times to 10 times inflated. The 
feast of dance of colorful cats 'keulsong jelly' as the start of a large-scale spread I 
acrobatics, tap dance, couples, etc. Windmill is gorgeous and shows are colorful 
enough to excite the audience. <Cats> One of the actors do not hear footsteps when 
the dance is highly trained to represent the flexibility of a cat.

Also expressed prominently produces the human cat with elaborate makeup 
and movement. Costumes were designed to be tight so that you can see well the 
movement of the body makes it feel yoyeomham and nobleness of the non-exposed 
S line under the lights of a sexy cat people. Combined to represent a sophisticated 
and colorful dance of cat <Cat> is sufficient to excite the audience.
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Metro Guide
• Line 1, get off at jonggak station exit gate in direction 1 → 350m branch

• Line 3 and get off at exit 6 → Gyeongbokgung station taepyeongno direction

• Line 5 to Gwanghwamun station, exit 1, 8, came out as a 200m point in the direction of the Sejong Culture Hall

               Exit 7 came out with 300m point in the direction of the Sejong Culture Hall

Bus Guide
• Trunk buses (blue): 103, 109, 150, 401, 402, 408, 606, 607, 700, 704, 706, 707

• Line bus (green): 1020, 1711, 7016, 7018, 7022, 7212

• Red bus (red): 1005-1, 1500, 5500-1, 550-2, 9000, 9401, 9703, 9710

K 100
M 10  Y 100
M 5  Y 50  K 20

Color

Font
● Adobe Devanagari
● Ebrima
●  Edwardian Script ITC
●  Tempus Sans ITC

Concept

 And as the world, one of the four musical maestro Andrew Lloyd Webber and musical 
producer Cameron Mackintosh met for the first work was just called with the Midas of 
hands 'Cats'. Children instructions to be the wisdom of poetry guidelines for the guidelines 
as a musical, an imitation of cat have left the people that was far from box officeBe 
treated to a remote production.

◀ Leaflet cyan 1

Leaflet cyan 2 ▶

◀ Leaflet cyan 3

Leaflet cyan 4 ▶

LEAFLET DESIGN



GALIMARD

 Galicia Madrid is 1747, local monarch 
Goethe's friend and former Countess' Sir 
Jean de Galicia, Madrid "in Grasse region of 
France was created by the first. Galicia, with a 
long of 270 years Translator Madrid offers the 
finest perfume and pomade to France Louis 
XV, and is the first high-end hair PARFUMER 
been loved by the royal family and nobility. 
And the 18th century, Galicia, Madrid prayed 
showcase the exclusive property of the royal 
family were custom perfumes for the first 
time in public. Galicia Madrid is developing 
a new fragrance every year in the traditional 
way that has inherited 270 years, a number 
of brands they can visit the Kigali Institute 
of Madrid aided product development. I'll 
diverge to raw materials to the highest 
quality, help yourself to some of France's 
most beautiful villages in the tradition runs 
a flower plantation for exclusive use, and in 
the valley gueudongSystem manual labor to 
manufacture raw materials.

THE FIRST HIGH 
END PERFUMERY, 
GALIMARD

Special day, gifts for only one person.

Galicia, Madrid has operated a dedicated 
flower plantations in guhodong Valley, 
one of the most beautiful villages in 
France for the best natural ingredients.

Gala Madrid is scared annoying. Doeyo 
this is made to order, Bout to go and I want 

to leave but wanted the money eopeo 
21 malyidoe since this tax attaching hold 

expensive Mu Are France and the French 
go ssalkka Pokemon and want to go

The country is located in Cheongdam-dong 
Lotte Avenuel and Luxury Goods. I would 
like to go. Eopneyo want to spend the 
money to go spend money to write jjarithago 
thing always happy. Please do spend more 
money writing successful romantic talking 
about Nintendo's Pokmon released in the 
next year superheavy logos.

Gourdon

Workshop

Perfume



Greatest achievement is '  Why? '  The 

childlike curiosity born out of it. Don't 

give up the mind of a child.

STEVEN
SPIELBERG

Do you have any reason 
to buy the copyright 
before the play?
Deeply touched my play in London 

just go and Kathy Kennedy (He is 
the producer of the film.) told you 
about work, and it's getting to know. 
A steak he was flying the plane and 
DreamWorks as the head of the play 
on his own and was moved and also, 
she would come to see him. Future, 
but I also started the contract before 
the play so impressed after having a 
play on. After the show, read a novel 
and show that it goes along with 
Joey's eyes but it was on the mind. A 
bare narration of the novel is suitable 
to the film directly on the Zoe's idea 
think, well, that's not like now, it's 
changed. The whole family gather 
around himself as a warm heart who 
can film together.

Plays and novels came 
fast any side that has to 
be special?
Courage a fancy to a point of 

talking. The topic of the quality of 
courage even revealed in the scenario 

in Lee Hall and Richard Curtis, of 
course play and the original novel 
subject. Albert was Joy to meet the 
difficulties placed in front of her with 
courage to get through this. That the 
speaker a special animal attraction 
can interpret the story about courage 
and perseverance of the management.

Albert, the unknown Is 
there a reason why you 
cast to the station?
Other actors to raise in this role with 

the image formed in the film did not 
want to. We need a new face. Words 
to his role as Joy had the same. I 
wanted a totally unknown words. 
Albert's a good actor at the station to 
cast at least in the process hundreds 
of boys seems to be approached. 
In the process, perhaps, also met 
Jeremy, if I remember. Jeremy met 
until after the actor appeared to get 
better, if you happen to us might 
expect that that continue to work in 
the audition. But that work was not 
happened, and I can't help but cast 
him.
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